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Yesterday we were speaking about Is. 48 and we want to see what there is in the rest

f the chapter. We spent a good it of our time yesterday taling about the things that

are imortant in relation to the Scripture as a whole ani which have a definite relevance

to this chapter though no more to this chapter than to a good many others. I wasthinking

it might be a ood idea if you were to go through this whole section sometimes from

Chapter 40 through, say, Chapter 51, and note all the evidences you find of the feelings

of God--the emotions of God, the exrressions which seem to show emotion or feeling on the

Dart of God an to see what you could tell about the divine spirit and attitude and

personality from them. I think it would be very interesting; in fact to go through the

whole Bible that way would be very valuable, but I think it would be particularly

so in these chaoters which have a good bit more of that than most sections f the Bible

have. Now in CFipter_8 here we look at this expression on the Lord's 'art of 'eat

regret that the people had not hearkened to his commands. "Ch, that thou hadat hearkened

to my commands" The real yearning of God over His people, the yearning of God over

hoe whom He has saved, His )eagfiàgj that people would turn away from sinØ' and would

follow Him is a real factor in the Bible; it is shown in the chara-ter of Christ. Of course

we believe that Christ is God; we also believe in a Cod who is Christ-like, because

Christ does show us the character of God; and it's not just a cold character; it's a

character that is warm with emotion and is filled with feeling for His people and

sympathy for them. Well, now we have this then - statement what might have been

if only they had been true to the Loft. We noticed another question that was raised

abqut the matter of hythetical statements we find back in Jeremiah the statement that

if you will turn to the Lord with your whole heart you will not be removed. They are

promised there will be no exile if they turn to the Lord with their whole heart. Well,

you might say, "Well, suopose they hai turned; what would have happened." fiat would

the future of the world be like We1 Well, it would be much different than it was,

of course. But as to just how it would be - 8 - wd can't tell. We can go as
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